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A standard thinning procedure for point pp3cesszr, IS extended to processes of pure jump t)pc: 
in which each jump is retained with probability p or deleted with probability 1 -p, independentI,* 
of everything else. 
Two theorems are proved, the first gives a sufficient condition for the existence of thinned 
pure jump processes, the second concerns the convergence of such processes to pure jump 
processes whose increments are generated by a Cox process. Some generalizations arc diszusscd. 
I point process pure jump process 
thinning compound point process 
Cox process 
I- -_-I 
1. Introduction 
Let N be a point process on the nonnegative real line IR+. If each poqnt of N is 
retained with probability p (0 <p c 1) and deleted with probability 1 -p, indepen- 
dently of everything else, then the resulting point process N ’ is calledda p-thinning 
of N. Assume that N satisfies the weak law of large numbers N(t)/! -+c as I +OO, 
where N(f) is the number of points in [0, f] and c is a positive constant. The11 it 
is well known that the thinned process, after a contraction of the time scale such 
that p1 is the new time unit, converges ill distribution to a Poisson process with 
rate c (see Rknyi [ll], Nawrotzki [ 101 and Belyaev [I]). For further results on 
thinning see Kallenberg [6, 71, Kcrstan, Matthes and Mecke [8], Serfozo [ 12],, 
Bilker and Serfozo [4] and their rcbferences. 
111 this paper an analogous thinnmg procedure is presented for random elements 
of piire jump type in D[O, OO), the space of all right continuous functions f on Z+ 
with f(0) = 0 and existing left-hand limits. D[O, a] (a > 0) is defined similarly. The 
topology on these spaces is the SkoqTohod topology (see Lindvall [9]). 
Let N be a point process on W., x (j7,’ (I!$’ = R\(O)) such that 
P(N([O, t] x (114 i > a)) < ~47) =I. 1 for all t 2 0 and u > 0. 
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Assume that N is simple, thiat is all atoms of N have unit size. Let D,, r E fV, be 
neighborhoods of 0 in R such that: D, JO. 
We write 
uN(ds, du), t 2 0, 
when the limit exists with probability one and is uniform on each finite t-interval, 
and X E D[O, 00). We call X a pure jump process with increments generated by N. 
Fix 0 < p c 1 and let N ’ be a y-thinning of N: the N ’ describes the points of N 
that are retained after they are independently retained with probability p and 
deleted with probability 1 --p. Assuming it exists, we let X’ be a pure jump process 
with increments generated by N’ (with respect to the same neighborhoods 0,). We 
call X’ a p-fhinrring of X. 
In Section 2 we first give a sufficient condition for the existence of X’ (Theorem 
1). The second result is a convergence theorem. Here it is assumed that the point 
process N satisfies 
t ‘N([O, t] x B) -*v(B) a.s. ast-+oo 
for any Bore1 set B c R’, where v is a random measure on R’. And under some 
technical assumptions on Y, the p-thinning of X, after a resealing of the time, 
converges as p -, 0 to a pure jump process with increments generated by a Cox 
process with random intensity q(dt, du) =dtv(du). In Section 3 some possible 
generalizations of these results are briefly discussed. 
2. Main results 
Theorem 1. If X is a pure jump process generated by N and if, with probabiliry one, 
c u2N(ds, du) < q (2.1) 
J[w]~ n, 
then X ’ exists. 
Proof. Define 
To prove X ’ exists, it suf-lices, since X exists, to show that, with probability one, 
I’, converges to an element in D[O, m) uniformly on each bounded f-interval. 
To this end, let 
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Nowfixk~m artda>O.LetI=N([O,a]xl)k\D,)andlet(Ti,Ui),l~i~Ibethe 
atom locations of N in the set [0, a] xDJ.& In addition, let 21,22, . l l be 
independent Bernoulli variables with P(Zi = 1) = p that are independent of N. Then 
for 6 > 0, by Kolmogorov’s inequality, 
=Cp(l -pi 
I 
u’N(ds du). 
[o.a]xD&\D, 
Now arguing as in the proofs of Proposition 2 and 3 in Section 1.7 of Ito [S] 
and using (2.1) we have 
64 lim lim b ‘p(l--p) 
I 
II 2iV(ds drr ) = 0. 
Then, letting b -+ 0 yields . 
which proves the desired convergence of the Yr (since each Y, has paths in D[O, a) 
then so does their limit). Cl 
Now suppose that the point process N satisfies 
t -‘N([o, t] x B) -W(B) a.s.ast--+m C “I, 
for any Bore1 set 13 c R’, where 1.’ is a r :ndom measure on IJ?!’ satisfying: the following 
conditions: 
lim r-bx, 
u/( 1 +tl’)v(du)<cx: a.%, (2.4, 
~fdD,) = 0 a.s., r E N, (2.51 
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where aD, denotes the boundary of D,, 
E~({luI>a))<oo for some a >O. (2.6) 
Let XL be a p,-thinning of X, where pn -+ 0, al!d 
X”(f) ==X:,(p,‘r), t 20. 
Suppose that Xn exists uniformly for all n E N. 
Theorem 2. Under the assumptions above, Xn converges in distribution to a pure 
jump process with increments generated by a Cox process with r dom intensity 
qcdr, du) = drv(du). 
Proof. Define N,1 by 
,Y,,w, tlxB)=N~[o,p,~‘t]xB) fort 20 
and cwry Bore1 set B c R’. Since Pl satisfies (2.2) it is known that p,,N,, $ rl (see 
Kcrstan, Matthes and Mecke [8, Section 6.101. This implies that Nk, the n,-thinning 
of IV,~, converges in distribution to a Cox-process No with random intensity q (see 
Kallenbcrg [6,7]). It follows from (2.3) and (2.4) that there exists a pure jump 
process X0 with increments generated by No (see Chapter 1.7 of Ito [5]). 
Let A be a relatively compact Bore1 set in R’ with v(aA 1 = 0 a.s. for all t E R+ 
and define for II E I+&, =RJ U (0) and t E &I+ 
We shall prove that X,,(A) If, Xc)(A) in D[O, 00) by establishing this convergence 
in D[O, ~1 for each continuity point c of X,,(A) (see Lindvall [9]), that is in our 
case for ail c > 0. Also by Theorem 5.1 of Billingsley [2] it suffices to prove this 
convergence for nonrandom elements. To this end, suppose for now that NI1 and 
.Y, iire nonrandom. Fix c > 0 and let (cj, ui) i = 1, . . . , k be the atoms of N,, in 
[r), c 1 +C A and assume thalt 0 < 11s * - 9 5 fk <: c. Let (itnj, uai), j =: 1, , . . , k,,, be the 
atoms of N:, (II Hl)in [O,clxA. 
Since 1% -1 Ntt and Nll(d([O, c] xA )I = 0 there is an rzo~ t!J,, such that k,, = k for 
all ~2 -3 nlJ. The atoms of NA, II 2 II(), can be ordered such that, for rt + 00, frli -+ ti and 
ll,, -, II,. Define An : [O. c] --) [O, c] by 
A,,(01 = 0, A,(c) == c’, A,&) = mm {fj9 L} 
i.1, =r, 
and linear hctwecn these values. 
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Then clearly A,(t) + t uniformly in t E [0, c], and for all j G k - 1 with C~ < fi+ 1 and 
for j = k one has, 
Xn(A, An (tj)) = i uni 4 i Ui =X(,(A, tj). 
i31 i=l 
From this it follows that X,, (A, A,(t)) +Xo(A, t) for all t E [O, c]. Thus 
X,,(A) ~Xo(A). 
Now let ak be a sequence, with dk t CCJ such that v({-ak, &}) = 0 a.s. It follows 
from (2.2) that Y({~u I> ak}) + 0 a.s. Define 
x’, (f) = 
I 
uNI,(ds,du), nEN,,rEN,ft.O. 
[o.t]xD: 
X:;k (t) = I UN:, (ds, dn ), n E f$, r, k E N, t a 0. [o.t]xD;\{lulxl~} 
Note that the conditions (2.2) and (2.3) imply 
N:, ([o, fl X {lu t‘ad) %v(,([o, f]X{I+'ak}) 
(see the proof of Theorem 1 in Kallenberg [7]). Now, using Theorem 2.1 of 
Billingsley [2] in the second step and condition (2.6) in the last step, it follows that 
lim lim P( sup IX’, (s)-X’,.~ (s)) 24) k*co n+m 0sss-r 
< lim -km P(NA $0, t] X (1~ 1 >ak} 2 1)) 
k-+ca n+m 
< lim P(N&O, f] X {!u I> ak}) a 1) 
k-rm 
s lim 
k-m’ 
E(%([o, f] x {lu I> ak))) 
Thdus, by Theorem 4.2 in Billingsley [2], it follows that XL --f+ Xb as n -+ ol>. Since 
XL --+ Xn as r + cc uniformly for all n E IV, one has th:lt Xn converges in distribution 
and the limit is equal in distributior! to the limit of XL1 as r -*IS, that is X0. LIZ 
3. Ge/*eraBizations 
The convergence result may be generalized in the following way. Consider an 
arbitrary sequence Nn, n E NC), of point processes on IF!, x W’ such that N, L NC,. 
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Suppose that there exists for each n E No a pure jump process Xn with increments 
generated by IV,, (with respect o the same sequence of neighborhoods D,, r E N). 
Suppose that 
P(&(a(D, x [0, f]) = 0) = 1 
for all t 20 and r E N. Now one needs two conditions to ensure that Theorem 4.2 
of Billingsley [2] may be applied twice, in the first case ‘near W’ to processes X’, 
and Xz” defined as in the proof of Theorem 2. 
A sufficient condition is, for example, 
lim sup P(N,([O,, t]x{l+RJ) s 1) =O 
k-r%> nEbJ 
for all t 2 0, where ak, k E t$/ is a sequence with hmk+JO ak = s and P(&l [O, fl X 
{-ak,ak})=())= 1 for all f 200. 
NOW consider the situation ‘near 0’, that is the processes XL, and XI and find 
a condition which implies (4.13) in Theorem 4.2 of Billingsley [2]. 
instead of pure jump processes with increments generated by a point process 
one may also consider a generalization of a compound point process. Let E be a 
locally compact second countable Hausdorff spaIce and N a point process on R, x E. 
Let V+, u)) ,s,U )ER, +, i E rti, be a sequence of independent and identically distributed 
measurable stochastic processes. 
Let F,, i E tU, also be independent of IV. Let D, be a sequence of Bore1 sets in E, 
such that 0: is bounded and D, lci). If 
I Var F, (s, tl )IWds, du 1-c a a.s. for all t E R’+, lRrl*f3, 
and 
uniformly on every finite t-interval, then 
exists with probability one and uniformly on every finite t-interval, where (T,, U, jjccti 
is a measurable denumeration of the points of N. 
For the thinning case considered in Sections 1 and 2 one has Fi(s, u ) = ZjU, i E N, 
where 2, arc independent and identically distributed Bernoulli variables with 
PU, --I 1) = p. Here p may also depend on (s, u ). 
The convcrgencc result can in an obvious way be generalized to this case. Som,e 
of these generalizations are considered in Bilker i 1977 I. 
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